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Bio
Originally from southern Alberta, veteran soldier Tim Isberg is an accomplished singer-songwriter who is emerging in the
performance scene after a lengthy hiatus from music to serve in the Canadian Army.
From Rwanda to Afghanistan, Tim had real-life challenges in different cultures and conflict zones amid the best and worst
humanity has to offer. As a performer, he has entertained audiences in many corners of the world. Tim brings well crafted
songs to the stage and a unique array of life experiences he shares in a way that makes each listener feel connected.
The CD highlights Tim’s story-telling lyrics, strong melodies and acoustic rhythms, and an ear-catching Americana
eclectic mix of contemporary folk, alt-country and roots songs. Run has the ‘driving’ rhythm; Come Hell or High River,
about the tragic 2013 southern Alberta floods, provides a haunting melody and lyrical lift as an anthem for the
perseverance of the community. The Voice is a song of conscience with a celtic flair, Seven Nights has a klezmer feel; a
blues-shuffle busts out in Just One More Day and Dangerous Love; Dreams and Closer bring a touching, symphonic
sound. Tears Along the Road, released as a single to radio is a powerful testament to a soldier’s reality.
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*Run
*Come Hell or High River
Dreams
Dangerous Love
*The Voice
Just One More Day
Devil On Your Back
Seven Nights Seven Days
*Closer Back To Me
The Walls
*Tears Along The Road

Produced by celebrated JUNO award-winning
producer/engineer Miles Wilkinson with
collaborations from other award-winning artists, the
CD was selected by Music Canada in the Top 25
favourite albums released in 2015!
Albums for 2015!1, 2, 5, 9, 11. All tracks clean.
*Recommended:

"An evening with Tim is like sitting by a fire with friends listening to great stories with an exceptional guitar player and an
even better story teller". Patrick MacIntyre - Owner, Ironwood Stage & Grill (Calgary)
"Tim Isberg’s beautiful record Tears Along the Road...tells intriguing stories in his songs. The pieces, delivered in a folk style,
are very catchy and well-written musically..."Music Canada Top 25 Faves 2015
"Tears Along The Road... is definitely the disc that should put the Alberta-born Isberg on the map…"
Penguin Eggs Magazine, Winter 2015
"Every so long an album of songs comes along that just sticks with you and you can't get them out of your head...but there is
so much more to this fine album...if you like music, well played, then this is for you..." John Knighton, Fatea Magazine (UK)
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